Enhanced sampling molecular dynamics simulation captures experimentally suggested intermediate and unfolded states in the folding pathway of Trp-cage miniprotein.
The ability of molecular dynamics simulation to capturing the transient states within the folding pathway of protein is important to the understanding of protein folding mechanism. In the present study, the integrated-tempering-sampling molecular dynamics (ITS-MD) simulation was performed to investigate the transient states including intermediate and unfolded ones in the folding pathway of a miniprotein, Trp-cage. Three force fields (FF03, FF99SB, and FF96) were tested, and both intermediate and unfolded states with their characteristics in good agreement with experiments were observed during the simulations, which supports the hypothesis that observable intermediates might present in the folding pathway of small polypeptides. In addition, it was demonstrated that FF03 force field as combined with ITS-MD is in overall a more proper force field than the others in reproducing experimentally recorded properties in UVRS, ECD, and NMR, Photo-CIDNP NMR, and IR T-jump experiments, and the folding∕unfolding thermodynamics parameters, such as ΔG(U), ΔC(p), and ΔH(U) (T(m)). In summary, the present study showed that using suitable force field and energy sampling method, molecular dynamics simulation could capture the transient states within the folding pathway of protein which are consistent with the experimental measurements, and thus provide information of protein folding mechanism and thermodynamics.